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The Chronicle
By Alice Loyd
It’s All About Pollution This Time
More than 80% of people living in urban areas that monitor air pollution are exposed to air
quality levels that do not meet World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines. The WHO
update issued in June 2016 finds the worst exposure in low- and middle-income countries,
where 98% of cities with more than 100,000 inhabitants exceed the limits. The survey covers
3,000 cities in 103 countries and assesses particulate matter only—not nitrogen dioxide (NO2),
which at higher temperatures is a gas with a characteristic sharp, biting odor, or ozone (O3), a
beneficial component of the upper atmosphere but a major air pollutant in the lower
atmosphere. Regarding measurement of PM2.5s, ultra-fine particles of less than 2.5 microns,
the 2016 update shows India with 16 of the world’s 30 most polluted cities. China has improved
its air quality since 2011 and now has only five cities in the top 30. For the larger, slightly less
dangerous PM10 particles, India has eight cities in the world’s top 30; Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, and
Pakistan each have two cities in the top 10. While only a handful of African cities monitor their
levels, Onitsha in south-eastern Nigeria is ranked the most polluted city in the world, with 30
times the WHO-recommended level of 20 micrograms per cubic meter. theguardian.com and
www.who.int
New satellite datasets, coupled with new and better data analysis techniques, have improved
detection of toxic sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions. In June 2016 scientists at NASA, Environment
and Climate Change Canada, and two universities announced identification of 39 previously
unreported and major human-made sources of toxic sulfur dioxide emissions. The previously
unreported emission sources, found in the analysis of satellite data from 2005 to 2014, are
clusters of coal-burning power plants, smelters, oil, and gas operations found predominantly in
the Middle East, but also in Mexico and parts of Russia. Altogether, the unreported and
underreported sources account for about 12% of all human-made emissions of sulfur dioxide—
a discrepancy that can have a large impact on regional air quality. SO2 is one of six air pollutants
regulated by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). sciencedaily.com and nasa.gov
The EPA rule on mercury still stands. On June 12, 2016, the Supreme Court declined to
overturn the EPA national standards to reduce mercury and other toxic air pollution from coaland oil-fired power plants. The rule, the first national standard for mercury emissions, was
finalized on December 16, 2011, and although power plants were given four years to comply,
many instead filed legal objections. Last year the Supreme Court ruled that the EPA did not
properly consider costs before writing the regulation, but it did not overturn the rule.
Subsequently the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit decided to let the EPA
keep enforcing the measure, which is separate from the Clean Power Plan. On June 12, 2016,
the Supreme Court declined to consider a third request from a group of states to overturn it.
epa.gov and thehill.com
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Lead pollution in US drinking water is a widespread problem. In March 2016, a giant USA
Today investigation identified excessive levels of lead contamination over the past four years in
nearly 2,000 water systems spanning all 50 states and collectively supplying water to 6 million
people. It found 600 water systems showing lead levels topping 40 parts per billion (ppb)—the
level of about 400 of the worst samples in Flint, Michigan. Forty parts per billion is more than
double the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) action level limit, and the EPA has
labeled those levels as an “imminent” health threat for pregnant women and young children.
usatoday.com That investigation focused on cities with high lead levels that were being
reported. In June 2016 a Guardian study showed at least 33 cities across 17 US states may have
high lead levels that are unreported, because they have used water testing methods that may
understate amounts. The Guardian asked 81 of the most populous cities and towns east of the
Mississippi River how they test drinking water for lead. A review of reports found that in the
last decade many water departments used testing methods that defied EPA’s guidelines. In 21
cities, testers were instructed to pre-flush water pipes before testing for lead content. In seven
cities, testers removed aerators from spouts before running water, which can reduce lead
content. In 23 cities, testers were told to run water slowly, which causes less lead to be
dislodged from pipes. These lead-reducing methods go against EPA guidelines, and the Flint
charges show they may now be criminal acts. The arrest warrants for the men under indictment
in Flint includes the charge that they “did improperly manipulate the collection of water
samples by directing residents to ‘pre-flush’ their taps by running the water for five minutes the
night before drawing a water sample.” theguardian.com
Controlling chlorine-based carcinogens in drinking water may have helped set the stage for
lead issues. In March 2016 water experts commented that the recent lead crisis in Flint,
Michigan, and in Washington, D.C., in the early 2000s was, in part, the unintended consequence
of federal rules released during the late 1990s and strengthened in the mid-2000s to lessen the
byproducts of chlorine and other disinfectants linked with increased lifetime cancer risk. To
save money, many systems just added ammonia to the mix, to create chloramines—a group of
chemicals with its own host of potentially irritating problems. Sheldon Masters, senior
environmental engineer at Corona Environmental Consulting, called the situation “warring
regulations,” saying, “By meeting the disinfection byproduct rule, you created a problem
meeting the lead and copper rule.” Thomas Waite, an environmental engineer at Florida
Institute of Technology, commented, “Treatment plants have really got to be serious about the
corrosion concept, meaning pH going outside of the plant.” Utilities install costly reverseosmosis systems to filter out the organic matter that causes the byproducts to form. Treatment
plants also can use expensive ozone or ultraviolet light treatment. But chloramines are cheaper,
and many plants take that route. The type of chloramine used in drinking water,
monochloramine, is mixed into water at levels that kill germs but are still considered safe to
drink, according to the EPA. “That’s flat out cheating to do that,” Waite said, “because
chloramines are toxic as hell. Just put a goldfish in your water and see how long it lasts.” Flint’s
lead disaster was preceded by a switch from Lake Huron to the more corrosive and
contaminated Flint River source. Even worse lead problems arose in Washington, D.C., between
2001 and 2004 after a switch from chlorine to chloramine in order to meet EPA disinfectant
byproduct rules. floridatoday.com
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New studies indicate that the fibers in our clothes could be poisoning our waterways and
food chain. Microfibers—tiny threads shed from fabric—have been found in abundance on
shorelines where waste water is released. In a report released June 20, 2016, researchers at the
University of California at Santa Barbara found that synthetic fleece jackets release an average
of 1.7 grams of microfibers each wash. Older jackets shed almost twice as many fibers as new
ones. “These microfibers then travel to your local wastewater treatment plant, where up to
40% of them enter rivers, lakes and oceans,” says the report. When Abigail Barrows of the
Global Microplastics Initiative tested almost 2,000 aquatic samples, about 90% of the debris
was microfibers—both in freshwater and the ocean. Synthetic microfibers are particularly
dangerous because they have the potential to poison the food chain. The fibers’ size also allows
them to be readily consumed by fish and other wildlife. These plastic fibers have the potential
to bioaccumulate, concentrating toxins in the bodies of larger animals higher up the food chain.
A 2011 paper by ecologist Mark Browne first called attention to the problem. Browne sampled
wastewater from domestic washing machines and estimated that around 1,900 individual fibers
can be rinsed off a single synthetic garment. Microfibers are an even more pervasive form of
microplastic than microbeads, which were banned in the United States in December 2015.
Microbeads are the tiny plastic spheres used as exfoliants in face wash, toothpaste, deodorant
and most beauty products. Patagonia, Polartec, and other outdoor companies use recycled
plastic bottles to make their synthetic fibers, but now it seems the plastic might ultimately end
up in the oceans anyway, and in a more dangerous form. As the Guardian article comments,
“Breaking a plastic bottle into millions of fibrous bits of plastic might prove to be worse than
doing nothing at all.” theguardian.com and newsweek.com
The goal of cleaning up plastic pollution in the ocean came closer on June 22, 2016, with the
unveiling of a 100-meter clean-up boom prototype. The Dutch government and marine
contractor Royal Boskalis Westminster of
the Netherlands joined efforts to produce
and test the idea envisioned in 2012 by
then-teenager Boyan Slat, Dutch inventor,
entrepreneur, and aerospace engineering
student. The system will be installed 12
nautical miles off the Dutch coast where it
will undergo sensor-monitored tests for the
next year. Anchored at depths of up to 4.5
kilometers by a cable sub-system, the
vulcanized rubber barrier will passively
corral floating trash into a V-shaped cone by
means of the ocean’s natural currents. Although some trash may be caught during the North
Sea prototype test, collecting plastic is not its objective. The sponsors hope to learn how well
the floating barrier fares in extreme weather at sea—the kind of conditions the system will
eventually face when deployed in the Pacific. The boom, the project of The Ocean Cleanup of
which Slat is founder and CEO, is the key ingredient of the organization’s ten-year plan to break
up and remove the Great Pacific Garbage Patch. ecowatch.com and theguardian.com
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Microbes that eat plastic may become another way to address plastic pollution. In March
2016 a team of Japanese scientists reported finding a species of bacteria that eats polyethylene
terephalate, or PET—the type of plastic found in most disposable water bottles. More than 50
million tons of PET is produced globally each year, and it has been particularly resistant to
biodegradation. A research team from Kyoto Institute of Technology and Keio University
collected 250 PET-contaminated samples from a plastic bottle recycling site. They found that
decomposition was indeed taking place amid the sediment, soil, and wastewater, and
eventually they identified the bacteria responsible: Ideonella sakaiensis. A community of the
microbes could break down a thin film of PET over the course of six weeks at a temperature of
86 degrees Fahrenheit. One ocean scientist, Tracy Mincer at the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution in Massachusetts, said it was not clear whether or not this knowledge would help
keep plastics out of the ocean. Mincer said, “I don’t see how microbes degrading plastics is any
better than putting plastic bottles in a recycling bin so they can be melted down to make new
ones.” But he added, “The research could make it easier to identify other microbes with
degrading capabilities.” latimes.com The first study to provide detailed evidence of bacterial
degradation of plastic in an animal’s gut was published in Environmental Science and
Technology in September 2015. It showed that the tiny mealworm, which is the larvae form of
the darkling beetle, can subsist on a diet of Styrofoam and other forms of polystyrene.
news.stanford.edu
Doctors, scientists and health advocates are calling for more aggressive regulation of
household chemicals. A growing body of research suggests that chemicals used to make plastic
more flexible, fruits and vegetables more abundant, and upholstery less flammable may pose a
threat to the developing brain. Most chemicals in use today were not adequately tested for
safety before being allowed on the market, said Dr. Jeanne Conry, an obstetrician-gynecologist
and a past president of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists. “Before we
can prescribe medicine, we have to prove it’s safe,” she said. “So how come with the chemical
industry, we assume everything is safe and have to prove there’s harm?” Publishing in the July
2016 issue of Environmental Health Perspectives, a coalition of health professionals wants the
chemical industry to prove a chemical is safe, rather than waiting on the medical and scientific
community to prove it is harmful. “We’re saying, shift the burden of proof,” Dr. Conry said. The
chemicals singled out by the coalition are widely used.
 Organophosphate Pesticides: Banned for residential use, they are still permitted on
crops like fruit, vegetables, wheat, soy, and corn.
 Flame Retardants: Research shows children exposed prenatally to higher levels of flame
retardants had lower IQs and higher hyperactivity scores.
 Lead: Old homes and pipes often still contain lead that gathers in dust and leaches into
water. Even low blood levels are associated with lower intelligence and attention
deficits.
 Phthalates: They cross the placenta during pregnancy, and prenatal exposure has been
linked to problems with attention and intellectual deficits. Six phthalates are banned in
toys and child care products, but they are still widely used in products ranging from food
packaging to personal care products and building materials.
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Combustion-Related Air Pollutants including nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter,
benzene and formaldehyde, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs): Air pollutants
can cross the placenta, and prenatal and early childhood exposure has been linked with
preterm birth and low birth weight, developmental delays, inattention, and reduced IQ.
nytimes.com and niehs.nih.gov

Even plastic labeled as food-safe by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) can leach highly
toxic chemicals. Researchers at the University of Maine found that fish kept for 48 hours in
food-grade polyethylene plastic bags (PE1 and PE2) contained high concentrations of
nonylphenol (NP), a common chemical used as a plasticizer in industry and commercial
products. All fish kept in PE2 died by day eight, while all fish survived in the glass bowls and
Teflon bags of the control treatment. Toxicity was found to vary among products having the
same label. plasticsoupfoundation.org
Pesticides continue to be advanced as an explanation of Brazil’s microcephaly epidemic.
While the culprit has been declared officially to be the mosquito causing Zika Virus Disease
(ZVD), New England Complex Systems Institute (NECSI) scientists issued a report on June 27,
2016, calling for that assumption to be reevaluated. The report refers to a study of nearly
12,000 pregnant women infected with Zika in Colombia, published June 15 in the New England
Journal of Medicine. For the 616 women in whom ZVD was diagnosed in the third trimester,
82% of their infants were born at term with a normal birth weight, 2% were born at term with a
low birth weight, 8% were preterm, and 1% died during the perinatal period. No cases of
microcephaly or brain abnormalities had been reported in this group by the date of publication.
Seven percent were still being followed at time of publication.nejm.org The NECSI report
analyzes this study and concludes that the four cases of Zika and microcephaly that have been
observed in Colombia up to April 28, 2016, are just what would be expected without ZVD.
(Countries with no reported infections of 2-in-10,000 births gives exactly four cases.) The study
also notes that until April 28 there had been a total of about 50 microcephaly cases in
Colombia, of which only four were connected with Zika. necsi.edu Even in Brazil, many cases of
microcephaly are not related to ZVD. In late January 2016 as Brazilian officials began compiling
the data from the 4,180 reported Zika-related microcephaly cases that had been reported since
October 2015, in the first 732 of the cases they found that more than half either weren’t
microcephaly, or weren’t related to Zika. washingtonpost.com
Earlier this year much attention was given briefly to an appeal from a group in Brazil and
Argentina called “Physicians Against Fumigated Towns” that charged insecticides with causing
the Zika outbreak. It reported Brazil fumigates against adult Aedes using Malation, a
carcinogenic organophosphorate compound according to WHO; Paraguay acquired thousands
of tonnes of clorpyriphos, which it said affects the developing brain of fetus and newborns, in
order to kill mosquitoes; and Argentina uses pyrethroids, a little less toxic but banned in Europe
because of its effect on humans. The physicians wrote, “Massive spreading using planes, as the
governments of Mercosur (a trade bloc agreement between Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay,
Uruguay, and Venezuela) are considering, is criminal, useless, and a political manoeuver to
simulate that actions are taken. The basis of the progress of the disease lies in inequality and
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poverty, and the best defence are [sic] community-based actions.” reduas.com The pesticide
pyriproxyfen has received the most attention as an alternate explanation for microcephaly. It is
applied to drinking water in some parts of Brazil to kill the larvae of the mosquitos that transmit
Zika, but the World Health Organization (WHO) has emphatically denied that possibility,
declaring on the website, “When people drink water from containers that have been treated
with pyriproxyfen, they are exposed to the larvicide—but in tiny amounts that do not harm
their health. Moreover, 90%-95% of any larvicide ingested is excreted into the urine within 48
hours. This product has been used since the late-1990s without being linked to microcephaly.”
who.int Nevertheless, because pyriproxyfen is an analogue for insect juvenile hormone which is
cross reactive with retinoic acid, which is known to cause microcephaly, NECSI, the Swedish
Toxicology Sciences Research Center, and the physicians group in Brazil and Argentina have
each called for further studies of the potential link between pyriproxyfen and microcephaly.
sciencedaily.com
The thinning in the ozone layer above Antarctica is starting to heal. A study published in June
2016 in the journal Science shows what the researchers have called “the first fingerprints of
healing” of the Antarctic ozone layer. A team including scientists at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) and University of Leeds in the United Kingdom carried out detailed
measurements of the amount of ozone in the stratosphere between 2000 and 2015. Using data
from weather balloons, satellites, and model simulations—as well as satellite measurements of
sulfur dioxide emitted by volcanoes, which can also enhance ozone depletion—they tracked
meteorological changes, such as temperature and wind, which can shift the ozone hole back
and forth. They were able to show that the ozone hole has declined compared to its peak size in
2000, shrinking by more than 4 million square kilometers by 2015. British scientists first noticed
a dramatic thinning of ozone in the stratosphere some 10 kilometers above Antarctica in the
mid-1980s. In 1986, US researcher Susan Solomon showed that ozone was being destroyed by
the presence of molecules containing chlorine and bromine that came from
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). These gases were found in everything from hairsprays to
refrigerators to air conditioning units. The situation in Antarctica has been slowly improving
since the global ban on the use of CFCs in the Montreal Protocol in 1987, and according to the
authors this new study shows the ozone layer is now actively growing larger again. bbc.com and
sciencedaily.com

WHY DO WE (CES) DO WHAT WE ARE DOING?
Excerpt from a recent letter by Herman Greene
I feel CES is needed because I don’t think people are thinking about the magnitude of change
that would be needed to be sustainable. Sustainability must meet three criterion: (1) the
human community lives within Earth’s carrying capacity—according to the Ecological Footprint
Network we humans are now at 150% of the carrying capacity of Earth and rising. (2) Our future
way of life must meet global criteria for equity and justice. There must be sufficiency for all
humans and one part of the human community (both inside and outside developed countries)
cannot unduly burden Earth. There is an unstoppable demand by the world’s people for
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inclusion and equity and without these there will not be peace. And (3) biodiversity must be
protected and Earth’s life systems must be healthy.
Approaches to being green tend to be meliorism—doing something good or better, but not
addressing the magnitude of changes actually needed for sustainability. Some purport to
address this magnitude with a mental fudge factor of fantastic technological breakthroughs
that will enable exponential growth in the world economy until all needs are met. Others
address the magnitude by hypothesizing there will be an imminent and dramatic breakdown of
the global economy that will lead to sustainable local economies. Some genuinely believe that
smart conventional development and sustainability are mutually attainable. We call out the
meliorism, and find the following three approaches unsatisfactory, though we find some merit
in each of them.
I would like to say that CES has the answer, but we don’t. If we have a contribution to make it is
in posing honest questions. This begins by situating the transition to sustainability historically in
the way Thomas Berry did: For the first time, humans are experiencing a transition in
geobiological eras. This is more than a disturbance in merely human affairs, it is a disturbance in
the functioning of the planet; and it makes the present transition different from all others that
have preceded it in human history. Further we take “Thomas Berry’s Key Ideas” as a starting
point for understanding this transition and the needed responses to it.
There is a need for a great deal of realism in understanding the difficulty of the task that lies
ahead. David Orr in Down to the Wire: Controlling Climate Collapse1 called attention to the
need to take a more radical assessment of what we are facing. He decried the tendency to see a
temperature rise of 2oC as a safe target. He quoted an email to him from George Woodwell,
founder of the Woods Hole Research Center in Massachusetts:
There is an unfortunate fiction abroad that if we can hold temperature rise to 2 or 3
degrees C we can accommodate the changes. The proposition is the worst of wishful
thinking. At present temperatures, which would drift upward if the atmospheric burden
were stabilized now [(which it isn’t)], we are watching the melting of glaciers, frozen
soil, and the accelerated decay of large organic stores of carbon in soils but especially in
high latitude solids and tundra peat. A 2 degree [C] average rise in temperature will be
4-6 degrees [C] or more in higher latitudes, enough to trigger the release of potentially
massive additional quantities of carbon dioxide and methane [that] would push the
issue of control well beyond human reach.
In other words, there are going to be massive consequences flowing from human activity to
date, without even factoring in the projected accelerated emissions and other activities that are
now occurring and will occur. No government or nation is prepared for what lies ahead.

1

David Orr, Down to the Wire: Confronting Climate Collapse (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009).
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Orr observes: “We are now in a close race between our capacity to change at a global scale and
the forces that we have unleashed.”2 He calls for a change in our perspective from the nearer to
the longer term:
The news about climate, oceans, species, and all of the collateral human consequences
will get a great deal worse for a long time before it gets better. The reasons for
authentic hope are on a farther horizon, centuries ahead when we have managed to
stabilize the carbon cycle and reduce carbon levels close to their preindustrial levels,
stopped the hemorrhaging of life on Earth, restored the chemical balance of the oceans,
and created governments and economies calibrated to the realities of the biosphere and
to the diminished ecologies of the postcarbon world. The change in our perspective from
the nearer to the longer term is, I think, the most difficult challenge we will face. We
have become a culture predicated on fast results, quick payoffs, and instant
gratification. But now we will have to summon the fortitude necessary to undertake a
longer and more arduous journey. Rather like the builders of the great cathedrals of
Europe, We will need stamina and faith to work knowing that we will not live to see the
results.3
For Orr, a collective effort only possible through governmental action is needed:
There is a considerable movement to green corporations, and that is all to the good. But
only governments have the power to set the rules for the economy, enforce the law,
levy taxes, ensure the fair distribution of income, protect the poor and future
generations, cooperate with other nations, negotiate treaties, defend the public
interest, and protect the rights of posterity. Errant governments can wage unnecessary
wars, squander the national treasure and reputation, make disastrous environmental
choices, and deregulate banks and financial institutions, with catastrophic results. In
other words, we will rise or fall by what governments do or fail to do. The long
emergency ahead will be the ultimate challenge to our political creativity, acumen, skill,
wisdom and foresight.4
In view of this, one of the important roles and purposes of CES is to hold up the magnitude of
the changes involved and discern how this can be accomplished in this century and centuries
to come. I do not see other organizations addressing this. We work with groups that take a
bottom up/process/grassroots approach, but we also see the need to provide new top level
understandings for the reinvention of civilization. Of course, there is much writing about such
approaches, but the writings tend to be technical (i.e. technological) and policy (on the
assumption the policies will be implemented). We are thinking about the changes that are
2

Ibid., 4.

3

Ibid., xiii.

4

Ibid., 7-8.
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needed and also the cultural dynamics of civilizational change. How do civilizations change?
How can the globalized civilization change?
Another important role and purpose of CES is to help people find their footing when they live
in “two worlds.” We live in an urban, scientific, and secular world.5 Our lives are controlled by
global dynamics and forces. We know in our hearts a very different world is needed. We accept
that we cannot reconcile these intuitions about the needed future and the way we live and
work. We live in two worlds. CES embraces the moral ambiguity of participation in the
structures of our present world while working to bring about a new world. Those who live out
less impactful ways of living through the various forms of eco-communalism are pioneers of the
ecological-cultural age. We learn from them and are indebted to them. Creating alternative
futures, they live, as much as they can, outside the blooming, buzzing globalized world. We find
our footing in both worlds. We are neither the disestablishment nor the establishment. We are
the trans-establishment. If civilization is to change, ecozoics must become the new order, the
new establishment.
A third important role is developing, nurturing, and disseminating ways of understanding the
world that inspire ecological imagination and fire the human spirit. Somewhat strangely this
begins for us with deep wisdom. It is wisdom about the nature of our times; it is philosophical
wisdom about the nature of nature; it is wisdom about the planetary phase of human
development; and it is some directions and guidelines for the future.
This wisdom is found in CES’s accumulated wisdom, most of which is synthesized from others.
This wisdom is most clearly expressed in CES’s Foundational Statements and Essays, which are
presently available on our website and will be available in print form in an issue of The Ecozoic
that will be published in late 2016 or early 2017. Our primary source is Thomas Berry, and one
cannot understand CES without having a working knowledge of his books The Dream of the
Earth, The Universe Story, and The Great Work. Yet, we interpret Berry’s work in light of the
other sources. I don’t think another group has put this together in the way that CES has. We
have a body of knowledge that is unique and important.

5

Religion continues to be important and groups with strong religious affiliations (or groups making strong
religious claims) are clearly evident and important today. The debate about secularization is an active one and will
not be carried on here. This is a good general definition of the concept: “Secularization is the transformation of a
society from close identification with religious values and institutions toward nonreligious values and secular
institutions. The secularization thesis refers to the belief that as societies progress, particularly
through modernization and rationalization, religion loses its authority in all aspects of social life and governance.”
Wikipedia contributors, "Secularization," Wikipedia, The Free
Encyclopedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Secularization&oldid=728839761 (accessed July 10,
2016).
Another important debate related to secularization concerns what kind of future religious or moral authorities will
take on the roles played by historic religious institutions. Thomas Berry foresaw a “meta-religious mode” based on
the universe story. His thinking overall on this was diverse and not settled. It is one of the key issues in the present
period of civilizational change.
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A fourth role and purpose of CES is serving as a base and incubator for an association of
people to work on developing and disseminating this body of knowledge and also to engage
in their own actions supported in part by the work of CES. CES has been an adequate and
necessary base for me to do my work over these past 16 years. Now I want it also to provide
such a base for others who will engage this body of knowledge, further develop it, and
disseminate it. I also want there to be a community of people who feel they are supported by
the work of CES even though they themselves may not participate directly in the research and
education parts of CES. I hope that CES will be a meaningful association for people whereby
they can advance their ecozoic action in the world.
The fifth and final role of CES I will mention is working with and through art and action
networks. Earlier I wrote that CES has mainly been influential through its effect on other
networks. In discussing this conclusion with others, they have said I have not given enough
credit to what CES has been itself and what CES itself has meant for others. Be that as it may,
the work of CES needs to be improved and, also, with a stronger base, its work through
networks needs to grow. This is another living-in-two-worlds situation. No one group can carry
out the Great Work, so we must work through networks. Yet we only have something to offer if
we ourselves are strong. With regard to networks, in the future this needs to be not only my
networks, but the networks of those of our associates. We have from the beginning had an
interest in supporting the work of artists and writers for the ecozoic, so networks of these
people are important to us. Likely these networks will continue to be important to CES: the
Berry community, the international process network (including ecological civilization networks),
those groups working with the United Nations on sustainable development, and groups
involved in religion (including spirituality and interspirituality) and ecology, and perhaps those
working on ecology and law.
I’ll conclude by saying that CES is fundamentally about a set of ideas. By ideas I do not mean
something cold and abstract. I mean ideas that inform, inspire, and guide. Imagine a person
saying “I have an idea!” This means for that person something has become unblocked and he or
she is going to take some action. The idea fills his or her whole body, and he or she becomes
animated, stimulated, supported, fired up! CES’s deep-wisdom ideas may for some have the
immediacy of “I have an idea” moments. We are pleased when this happens, but our primary
intention, in any case, is that this deep wisdom will provide the slow-burning fires for lifetimes
of engaging in the Great Work.
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GRIEF AND GRATITUDE
By Bill Peck
Humans gain insight by
Linking trillions of cells

We need every one

Within each brain, stretching a

Even the damaged ones

Mirror vast and complex enough to

Whose lives seemed on a

Catch the entire universe

Detour arcing away into

Reflecting its amazing

Darkest mystery—

Beauty and wonder

They died of pain—yet,
We are so glad to have known them

We need one another

The universe after years of Teaching us,
agonized, through Trauma--- now most

All seven billion of us

slowly Begins to heal, resembling an

To weave by our cultures

immense bee- hive drenched, Sweet and

The interlocking segments of
Vision that together

wise, with all-pervasive all-inclusive

As if by lightning spasms
Over millennia compose the

Image, glorious in serendipity,
Of a precarious
Dwelling place
Of rocks and mud and slime for
All the myriad creatures and
Their children, --our children too,
Like child Moses
Hidden among reeds

Mutual Gratitude
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ECO-RESTORATIVE DESIGN: AN EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS TOWARD CARE FOR
THE GREATER COMMUNITY OF LIFE
Tim Watson, Principal, TLW Architect, Hillsborough, NC
And God blessed them, and said unto them, “Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish
Earth, and care for the fish of the sea, and the fowl of the air, and every living thing
that moves upon Earth.”
—Genesis. 1:28 (paraphrase).
While pushing wheelbarrows on the community renewal project known as Fifth City on
Chicago’s West side, fascination for designing buildings first stirred within me. Working at the
former campus of the Institute of Cultural Affairs, I was hauling broken bricks and century-old
row house debris during the hottest days of 1963. I remember our talks in the shade of the old
seminary dining hall. We brainstormed about how bricks and mortar would help set the stage
for reshaping human community for the poor. But while sitting in the cool shade it never
occurred to me that using bricks and mortar also changes the natural world, for better or
worse.
Ensuing studies at Rice University birthed in me a reverent regard for Ian McHarg’s ideas, who
authored his landmark book Design with Nature in 1969. Ian’s ideas sparked our graduate
class toward the integration of human activity and care for the natural environment. Such
ideas caused me to rethink how best to apply my Master of Urban Design degree through the
application of sustainable, ecologically responsible design.
In June 1993 I again found myself back in Chicago.
There, while participating in an international
architectural convention, we formulated a global
“Declaration of Interdependence for a Sustainable
Future.” My architectural practice was transformed.
Since that time I have sought ways to build the Earth
through sustainable design. The seeds of the ecorestorative movement ideas I am offering here
germinated in Chicago.
The insights gained in those earlier years blossomed when I read Father Thomas Berry’s The
Dream of Earth. His visionary grasp of humanity’s relationship with Earth helped me see how
human perception about the natural world is fundamentally shaping our time in history with the
passing of each day. He foresaw our rush toward a new era wherein the natural world will seem
to have turned the tables against us. He envisioned the natural world regaining the reverent
attention once deemed so worthy by our ancestors. He also understood the human community
would finally have to come to grips with the visceral prospect of its own extinction.
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Eco-Restorative Design and Architecture
Today architectural design professionals are looking beyond the boundaries of their previous
notions about green architecture. I am offering eco-restorative design as an evolution of
thinking which finds its genesis in “green architecture,” and its progression from “sustainable
architecture.” What eco-restorative design adds to sustainable design thinking is attention to
the greater community of life. Eco-restorative design aims at restoring Earth to its indigenous
level of fecundity. That is to say eco-restorative design helps design and redesign buildings that
restore local ecosystems’ ability to flourish, thereby generating more biomass.
Of all the environments to be found on Earth, the most diversified human cultural
environments are to be found in cities.
Urbanized land is in most dire need of
reclamation, soil rejuvenation, and natural
ecosystems restoration. Cities comprise manmade environments severely disconnected from
natural processes. Eco-restorative design
applies appropriate technologies to render our
streets, vacant lots, and roof tops as
contributors to the restoration of our planet’s
ecosystem.
Re-Thinking Technology: Combining Hard and Soft Technologies
Western culture’s great hope is that through technology we can control nature and solve our
ecological problems. We think in terms of inventing new technologies that will enable us to
produce more food, solve climate change, and other ecological ills. But so far application of new
technologies has failed to reverse Earth’s ecological decline.
Let’s take a look at a sampling of our technologies that many people believe will eventually
turn the tide on global warming:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thin film and applied photovoltaic coatings which can transform roofing and building
siding into solar energy collectors.
“Phase change” adjuncts to traditional wall and ceiling insulation products which
reduce ranges of temperature variations in buildings.
Precast concrete foundation cisterns that are designed to store rainwater,
structurally support buildings, and add malleable thermal mass to buildings.
Biodegradable packaging materials and related products which can be used as
natural fertilizer inputs.
Recycled and reused materials in manufacturing which eliminate waste streams coming
from manufacturing.
LED lighting which uses a fraction of the energy used by fluorescent lamps (fluorescent
technology uses mercury and therefore is a waste hazard).
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Aero phonic crop rooftop production is being developed in Pacific Rim countries with
the objective of creating urban farming industries on top of buildings having flat roofs
(presages use of urbanized areas as food resources for people).
Renewable fuel resources intended to serve reciprocating engine technology will
move from use of precious food stocks (like corn) to algae propagation which can
generate doubled biomass production every 24 hours.
Fusion energy production, a near limitless source of clean energy, but not yet
achievable and unlikely to be achieved within the timeframe needed to significantly
affect CO2 emission reductions needed to neutralize greenhouse gas propagation.

Another landmark development is the new “high performance” building certification process
now being used in the United States. Governmental and educational facilities are adopting the
use of a new building design and construction certification process known as Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED). Architects and people associated with the design
services industry are using LEED guidelines to help them develop sustainable buildings and
related site improvements. The incorporation of these sustainable design criteria is intended
to reduce energy and resource consumption, which in turn helps reduce CO 2 emissions.
All these are wonderful developments. But they are not enough.
Within the next ten to twenty years, “LEED – New Construction” buildings will affect roughly
2% of America’s building stock. But what about all the existing structures whose thermal
performance pales in comparison to these high performance buildings? And what about the
economics involved in retrofitting the new technologies listed above? Using LEED guidelines
will take more time than is left for us to transform our inventory of extractive-use buildings
into net energy-exporting buildings. In the face of this situation, what can be done to bring
America in line with average worldwide energy use patterns?
Photovoltaic electrical generation, solar water heating arrays, wind generated electricity, and
associated renewable energy technologies are promising a better tomorrow in the minds of
most people. Such technological applications are very important to our future. They are indeed
part of the solution to global warming. They have, however, a very significant drawback. These
sophisticated delivery systems require a high degree of specialization, centralized distribution
patterns, and highly skilled labor resources to produce, install, and maintain them. Access to
such technologies tends to be limited in many parts of the world because they are “hard”
technologies. They can be viewed as such because they are difficult to acquire and bring on-line
in most underdeveloped locations around the world—including inner city America. What is
needed to counterbalance the relative unavailability of these hard technologies are sustainable
scientifically based globally applicable processes which can be referred to as “soft” technologies.
Soft technologies are about using locally available human and physical resources as we find
them. Soft technologies combine ancient agrarian sciences of indigenous peoples with
contemporary Agrarian Earth Science, such as that popularized by Bill Mollison in the 1980s. He
and his partner in Australia developed nature-based ways for people to interact with
surrounding ecosystems. Mollison saw it was possible for humans to live in harmony with
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nature. He coined the word “permaculture” to identify this contemporary cultural form of living
lightly on the land. Today one can find examples of whole communities whose interactions with
nature are based on permaculture, “natueco,” and related agrarian Earth sciences throughout
the world.
Soft technologies involve processes that are decentralized and available to people everywhere
in the world. They are needed to complement the use of hard technologies. In contrast to hard
technologies, which are costly and inaccessible to many people in the world, application of
permaculture-based sustainable crop production can be universally adopted. Even in
developed countries these soft technologies are needed to complement hard technologies.
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Universal human participation is key to meaningful global ecological transformation.
Combinations of hard and soft technologies can be used in cities and human habitations
throughout the world to address climate change. This combination of hard and soft
technologies provides the means for every person to be involved.
Visions of an Eco-Restorative World
Here are some visions of how an eco-restorative world might look.
Local Economic Flows
This process begins with people and the decentralized economic activity patterns they can
generate. The key barometer for local exchange and flow of commerce is money distributed
within local neighborhoods and communities. When compared to the energy-intensive
centralized corporate world, such economies are less energy consumptive and, therefore,
healthier for the planet. The energy needed to produce and transport locally grown produce is
significantly less than needed for agribusiness-produced imports sourced from remote
locations.
Localized economies offer social benefits as well. Human accountability is one of these. Local
producers often have direct contact with their end-use customers, so the incentive to produce
higher quality is more immediate. In the world of localized thinking, economics is just one
factor. Locally derived recycled water and energy flows, urban farming, individually owned
corner grocery stores, local-exchange currencies, and mixed-use zoning are all associated with
localized economies.
Retrofitting and Adaptive Reuse
In most cities about 80% of the building stock that exists today will likely be occupied by
successor generations of people. Even if progressive policies are followed for new
construction, like the LEED program, this will not address the even greater need of retrofitting
sustainable technologies into existing buildings, streets, and parking lots. The retrofitting of
insulation, weather stripping, and rainwater distribution systems can be applied to most
buildings.
Another concept is adaptive reuse, excellent examples of which can be found in Durham, North
Carolina. The downtown area of this city is dominated by brick warehouses and manufacturing
facilities built by the tobacco industry over a century ago. Today these fine buildings have been
adapted for condominiums, apartments, and offices which are in high demand.
Within the urbanized world we have the opportunity to transform how human populations will
retrofit soft technologies into streets, buildings, and open spaces everywhere. Opportunities
for creation of community gardens and green spaces abound. We are envisioning an
evolutionary green revolution leading us towards humankind’s regained synergistic
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relationship with the natural world in cities. This transformative vision forms the heartbeat of
the future eco-restorative green movement.
Green Collar Jobs
In the 1930s the Civilian Conservation Corps provided meaningful work to people across
America. Now is the time for a new Clean Energy Corps. The Clean Energy Corps’ mission would
be to put thousands of Americans to work installing renewable energy and retrofitting urban
buildings and public spaces. The broad application of agrarian Earth science is a labor intensive,
site-specific process requiring large concentrations of participating people living in cities.
Transforming Buildings into Non-Extractive Ecological Contributors
The idea of transforming buildings from extractive resource and energy components into
benign ecological contributors is now being well received in the architectural design
community. It is now feasible, given a long enough period of time to render a return on capital
investment, to build and retrofit buildings that produce at least as much energy as they
consume. This concept has been popularized as “net zero” energy exchange between buildings
and the electrical supply grid to which they are connected. In most cases, use of photovoltaic
technology can achieve this objective in combination with a myriad number of devices
designed to most efficiently generate, consume, and deliver electrical power. Further, the use
of LED lighting is far superior to today’s fluorescent technology.
But using such hard technologies in buildings is not enough. We need to go beyond thinking
about how reduce the negative impact of buildings on Earth to thinking about what they can
positively give back to surrounding ecosystems. Eco-restorative sees buildings as one would
see coral reefs in the ocean. Coral reefs provide habitat for myriad biota. In a similar way
buildings can be seen as opportunities to enrich the fecundity of Earth. The time has come to
envision buildings as biomass-enhancing ecological contributors to the planet.
Rendering both existing and new buildings into ecological contributors to the planet is very
achievable. For example, rainwater flows can benefit nearby vegetative and microbial life
forms that always occur around buildings. If we harvest rainwater and store it in ways that
optimize building thermal-mass dynamics, and then use it to maintain controlled moisture
levels in soil by means of irrigation, we can achieve the following:
•
•
•
•

increase macrobiotic populations in soil through the interaction of building systems
with surrounding landscaped areas (enhance fertility).
increase density of life populations per square meter of ground by enhancing soil
quality, soil moisture levels, and therefore biomass production.
enhance biodiversity through the application of permaculture and related agrarian
Earth science principles.
lower the sine wave of building thermal variations making it easier to maintain
comfortable indoor air temperatures through the use of water stored in foundations.
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eliminate use of precious treated water resources for landscape irrigation
applications through adoption of water conservation and on-site rainwater
harvesting and reuse patterns.
decrease rainwater flow velocity and volume over time by temporarily storing storm
water concentrations and runoff in building foundations (this helps protect
downstream riparian ecosystems).

Creating Micro-Edens
“Micro-Eden” is a term which can be applied to urban localities where nature is given a
chance to reestablish herself on rooftops, vacant lots, streets, and anywhere open areas are
exposed to sunlight. Most urban space is covered over with buildings, parking lots, streets
and other impermeable surfaces. Innovative ways to transform such life-compromising places
are available thanks to the application of soft tech science based on “depaving” (removal of
impervious surfaces). The application of permaculture tools, such as “bio-intensive”
gardening, edible landscaping, and rainwater conservation techniques, can be retrofitted into
cityscapes to make micro-Eden urban havens for people, plants, and animals where concrete
formerly was in place.
Eco-Awareness—The Heart of the Eco-Restorative Design Movement
Even beyond the hard and soft technologies and the visions described above, there is something
deeper that is the heart of the eco-restorative design movement. It is what shapes and guides
how humans first perceive, and subsequently how they are then destined to interact with,
nature. The outcome of this human/Earth relationship will primarily be guided by human
perceptions about what matters most. The looming question before us is will we continue to
treat humans as important in isolation from the larger community of life or whether we will
recognize that humans and the larger community of life are a single sacred community.
One can see how it is possible to commit ourselves to establishing eco-restorative
beachheads in each city throughout the world. But the transformation of the human
cityscape to net ecological contributors to the planet, cannot hope for success without first
sourcing from the depths of the human spirit a renewed sense of the sacred nature of all life.
What underpins, what inspires, what sets us upon a course of action with deep caring, comes
from our very depths as human beings.
For our global venture to work out, what inspires and drives us to commit to the “Great Work,”
as Father Thomas Berry would put it, must be exposed to the light of day. The best of who we
are is found in compassionate, humane regard for all of creation. The ground on which we walk
is holy. We are in and of Earth—intimately connected to one another and the cosmos.
Profoundly, eco-restorative thinking reaffirms the spiritual connection that exists between
humans and the natural world.
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In human endeavor, be it the arts, healing a child, or climbing Mount Everest, it is what we
yearn to witness in ourselves and experience in life that drives and motivates us to climb any
mountain, however daunting that mountain might seem. It is for us to educate our students,
our neighbors, and one another in ways that will see us present to the profundity of life that
surrounds every building, every garden, and every tree.
Conclusion
We have considered the combination of hard and soft technologies whereby the restoration of
the planetary ecosystem can be undertaken by everyone, everywhere. We have looked at how
buildings can be reconceived to help restore the land areas surrounding them. We have set
forth a challenge to rethink our existing building stock in ways that render the built
environment net exporters of energy flows rather than continue with the extractive pattern of
present day building science.
Nature herself is coming to be viewed by increasing numbers of people as central to the
human world agenda. Let us respond to this new agenda in a humane, purposeful and
dedicated way. Our relationship and attitude toward the natural world significantly defines
who we are. What lives within our hearts will shape our destiny with this planet. Above all else,
our thoughts, attitudes, and perceptions about our innate relationship with the natural world
are the keys to our future failure or success.
Like our forebears, let us take up a reverent dance with the natural world in celebration of the
sacredness of creation.

ANNOUNCING THE SECOND EDITION OF MATTHEW DAVID SEGALL’S PHYSICS OF
THE WORLD-SOUL AND HIS JUST COMPLETED DISSERTATION ON
COSMOTHEANTHROPIC IMAGINATION
Matthew David Segall is one of the brightest young philosophers around. He recently earned his
PhD from the Philosophy, Cosmology, and Consciousness program of the California Institute of
Integral Studies. He was a student of Brian Swimme and fortunately will continue as a member
of the CIIS faculty. He is taking a leading role in developing the online program of that
department discussed in another article in this Musings. He is well versed in the work of
Thomas Berry and has made integral ecology a focus of his work. He has a particular interest in
the works of Alfred North Whitehead and Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling and has written
about them extensively. He has a working knowledge of contemporary science and also works
with the ideas of Catherine Keller, Gilles Deleuze, Raimon Panikkar, Henri Bergson, Isabelle
Stengers, Steven Shapiro, Bruno Latour, and his mentor Brian Swimme.
In the November-December, 2014 issue of CES Musings, we proudly published Matt’s long
essay on Physics of the World-Soul: The Relevance of Alfred North Whitehead’s Philosophy of
Organism to Contemporary Scientific Cosmology. This had at that time been published as a
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paperback and a second edition of the essay has just been published by lulu.com (June 26,
2016) and is available on Amazon. With the permission of the author and copyright holder we
invite you to download a .pdf copy of this text. For those of you who read the first edition, the
changes in the second edition are minor and primarily concern re-framing the essay.
In addition Matt has made available a copy of his doctoral dissertation that he successfully
submitted to the California Institute of Integral Studies. It is titled Cosmotheanthropic
Imagination in the Post-Kantian Process Philosophy of Schelling and Whitehead. He has given us
permission to make a .pdf copy of his dissertation available. He will substantially revise this
before publishing it as a book and welcomes comments. Send them to
matthewdavidsegall@gmail.com.

BRIAN SWIMME’S PODCAST ON “WHY WE STUDY THE UNIVERSE” AND
ANNOUNCEMENT OF ONLINE GRADUATE PROGRAM IN PHILOSOPHY,
COSMOLOGY, AND CONSCIOUSNESS AT THE CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF
INTEGRAL STUDIES
By Herman Greene
Few of us have the opportunity to hear Brian Swimme lecture. Here’s a fine 40-minute lecture
by him on “Why We Study the Universe” of April 20, 2016. Brian teaches that cosmology is an
inward desire and intention, we are one with the universe, and (of course) much more.
Many of us have considered at one time or another taking graduate studies with Brian and
other faculty in the California Institute of Integral Studies on Philosophy, Cosmology, and
Consciousness. We have hoped to do this on a distance learning basis, as is available with other
CIIS programs, only to be disappointed that this was not possible. Now it is, or soon will be, as
announced by Brian in the above podcast. Contact admissions@ciis.edu.

FREE YALE UNIVERSITY ONLINE CLASSES: “JOURNEY OF THE UNIVERSE: A STORY
FOR OUR TIMES” (TWO COURSES); “THE WORLDVIEW OF THOMAS BERRY”; AND
“LIVING COSMOLOGY”
Announcement by The Forum on Religion and Ecology at Yale
In the fall of 2016 Mary Evelyn Tucker and John Grim, Senior Lecturers and Research Scholars at
Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, will offer four six-week online courses.
These will be featured as a specialization under the theme of "Journey of the Universe: A Story
for our Times." This will include two courses on Journey of the Universe, a course on
the Worldview of Thomas Berry, and an integrating capstone on Living Cosmology. Each of
these courses can be taken independently.
These are MOOCS (Massive Open Online Courses) available on Coursera and free to anyone,
anywhere on the planet. These will be the first MOOC specialization for Yale and the first
MOOCs for the Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies. Registration will take place
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at https://www.coursera.org/yale
Read the course descriptions here:
http://fore.yale.edu/files/Yale-MOOCS.pdf

CONFERENCE ON CARE OF THE EARTH AND CLIMATE CHANGE
By Thomas Keevey
COME, spend a weekend with Pope Francis’ Encyclical Laudato Si and the Wisdom of Thomas
Berry, Passionist, sponsored by the Passionist Community to be held at Immaculate Conception
Parish, Jamaica (Queens), New York
September 9 & 10, 2016
Friday Evening:

7:30 pm to 9:00 pm General invitation to free showing of the film,
Journey of the Universe, an award winning film on the scientific
and spiritual development of the universe from the beginning to
today’s climate change crisis.
Presented by the film’s co-writer and Executive Producer, Mary
Evelyn Tucker, and Executive Producer, John Grim

Place:

Parish school auditorium

Saturday

9 am to 4 pm: Conference on Care of the Earth
Registration (required) and further information:
sgjdunn@gmail.com
Cost: $10 (by check or cash only at the door) includes morning
coffee, etc.; lunch; concluding reception, hand outs

Presenters:

Mary Evelyn Tucker: Will Laudato Si “Re-invent the Human”?
John Grim: Indigenous Spirituality and Integral Ecology:
“Returning to our Native Place”
Panels & Workshops will represent the following themes:
A. Education: Sacred and Secular
B. Multicultural parish Life
C. Youth: Energy for the future

Closing Program

Brief Prayer service presented by the students of Immaculate
Conception School

Reception:

Light food and drinks with an Award Presentation to Mary Evelyn
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and John by Provincial, V. Rev. Robert Joerger, cp
For directions to Immaculate Conception Parish:
http://passionists.ceativestand.com/contact-us

BECOME A MEMBER, MAKE A DONATION, VOLUNTEER
Your support of CES through becoming a member or making a donation is important. Benefits
of membership include a subscription to our print publication, The Ecozoic, and discounts to
CES events. Membership is on a calendar year basis. Memberships received after November 1
of a calendar year count as membership for the following calendar year.
You may become a member at http://www.ecozoicsocieties.org/membership/. Or, you may
send a letter to CES at 2516 Winningham Road, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27516, USA, with
your contact information (name, address, email and phone) and dues. Dues for regular
membership are US$35 (individual or family). You may become a sustaining member of CES for
US$135 each year or by paying $5 or more monthly through an automatic payment service.
Alternately you may become a member (and pay by credit card or PayPal) by contacting us at
ecozoicsocieties@gmail.com. CES also accepts members who pay lesser dues or no dues, and
we welcome your articles and comments.
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